CASE STUDY
SECTOR: NEWS

National Review is a leading US conservative magazine and website covering news,
politics, current events, and culture with detailed analysis and commentary.
National Review was founded in 1955 by author and TV host William F. Buckley Jr.,
and has since grown into the digital age.
The magazine’s audience visit the National Review for political commentary and analysis.
This core audience is interested in a mixture of political news, entertainment and celebrity
news, and developments in finance and business. The readers are predominantly aged
between 35-64, with a gender breakdown of 75% male / 25% female.

THE CHALLENGE
Prior to joining Marfeel, the National Review’s mobile
website was slow and suﬀered from an
outdated UX. These two factors resulted in low
engagement KPIs, including a high bounce rate that
resulted in poor monetization and lost ad revenue.
Limits on internal resources meant that National Review
could not build their new mobile website and come up
with a robust solution for delivering content using
Google AMP within a reasonable amount of time.

The goal for the National Review website included

Develop an intuitive
UX to keep readers
engaged

Achieve higher numbers of
newsletter signups and boost
monetization

Improve speed and
search visibility to
increase inbound traﬀic

Starting with National Review’s mobile
website, the Marfeel Solution was implemented
to improve page speed and provide a
best-in-class UX. Next, Google AMP was put in
place to improve load times and enhance
recirculation through improved search rankings.

Together, these elements would result in
higher traﬀic and more engaged readers,
meaning a boost to newsletter signups and
improved monetization.

THE
RESULT
THE RESULT
Loading times were dramatically improved and the PageSpeed score of the website leapt from
43/100 to 90/100. Within just one month, mobile pages per session increased by 80%.
Mobile traﬀic increased by 35% within 60 days, while overall search traﬀic grew by 60% within
90 days. Audience retention also improved, seeing mobile sessions per user increase by 17%
within 90 days. This larger audience also did more: average mobile session duration increased
by 56% within 90 days, while the mobile bounce rate dropped by -30% over 90 days. Today,

.
mobile newsletter opt-ins account for roughly
25% of all subscriptions.

FEATURES
Dynamic social sharing capabilities
Dynamic ad insertion

In-cloud website updates

Supply Side Platform (SSP), aggregating millions of premium advertiser ads

“

Marfeel provided an extremely fast, out-of-the-box solution to
get our publication AMP compliant.
Marfeel’s mobile solutions exponentially increased our mobile
traffic, mobile engagement, and mobile monetization.”

Jarreau Weber
Director Of Product & Audience Development
National Review
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